Seeker

Veronica Rossi

A new fantasy adventure in the Riders series from the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of Under the Never Sky

When Daryn claimed she was seeing “visions” during her sophomore year of high school, no one believed the truth. She wasn’t losing her mind, she was gaining the Sight—the ability to see the future. If she just paid attention to the visions, they’d provide her with clues and show her how she could help people. Really help them. Daryn embraced her role as a Seeker. The work she did was important. She saved lives.

Until Sebastian.

Sebastian was her first—and worst—mistake.

Since the moment she inadvertently sealed him in a dark dimension with Samrael—the last surviving demon in the Kindred—guilt has plagued her. Daryn knows Sebastian is alive and waiting for help. It’s up to her to rescue him. But now that she needs the Sight more than ever to guide her, the visions have stopped.

Daryn must rely on her instincts, her intelligence, and on blind faith to lead the riders who are counting on her in search of Sebastian. As they delve into a shadowy realm where nothing is as it seems and where Samrael is steadily amassing power, Daryn faces the ultimate test. Will she have to become evil to destroy evil? The very fate of humankind rests in the answer.

PRAISE

“Rossi has laid the groundwork for an intense new series sure to be loved by the author’s fans. Intense enough for reluctant readers yet sophisticated enough to entice those who enjoy books with a military background and lots of action.”
—School Library Journal, starred review, on Riders

"The feeling of imminent danger and the constant battles with terrifying creatures help bring this vivid story to life. However, the depth of characterization is what will make readers connect to this small group of teens on a mission to save humanity. Gideon and Daryn display a powerful chemistry from their very first meeting, while the personality conflicts b..."
Riders

Veronica Rossi

A new fantasy adventure from the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of Under the Never Sky

For eighteen-year-old Gideon Blake, nothing but death can keep him from achieving his goal of becoming a U.S. Army Ranger. As it turns out, it does.

Recovering from the accident that most definitely killed him, Gideon finds himself with strange new powers and a bizarre cuff he can't remove. His death has brought to life his real destiny. He has become War, one of the legendary four horsemen of the apocalypse.

Over the coming weeks, he and the other horsemen--Conquest, Famine, and Death--are brought together by a beautiful but frustratingly secretive girl to help save humanity from an ancient evil on the emergence.

They fail.

Now--bound, bloodied, and drugged--Gideon is interrogated by the authorities about his role in a battle that has become an international incident. If he stands any chance of saving his friends and the girl he's fallen for--not to mention all of humankind--he needs to convince the skeptical government officials the world is in imminent danger.

But will anyone believe him?

PRAISE

“Rossi has laid the groundwork for an intense new series sure to be loved by the author’s fans. Intense enough for reluctant readers yet sophisticated enough to entice those who enjoy books with a military background and lots of action.”
—School Library Journal, starred review, on Riders

“The feeling of imminent danger and the constant battles with terrifying creatures help bring this vivid story to life. However, the depth of characterization is what will make readers connect to this small group of teens on a mission to save humanity. Gideon and Daryn display a powerful chemistry from their very first meeting, while the personality conflicts b...

VERONICA ROSSI is a New York Times bestselling author of fiction for young adults. She completed undergraduate studies at UCLA and then went on to study fine art at the California College of the Arts in San Francisco. She lives in Northern California with her husband and two sons. When not writing, she enjoys reading, painting, and counting down the minutes until she can get back to making up stories about imaginary people.
Refuge for Masterminds

A Stranje House Novel

Kathleen Baldwin


It’s 1814. Napoleon has escaped his imprisonment on Elba. Europe is in shambles. Britain is at war on four fronts. And at Stranje House, a School for Unusual Girls, five young ladies are secretly being trained for a world of spies, diplomacy, and war....

Napoleon’s invasion of England is underway and someone at Stranje House is sneaking information to his spies, Lady Daneska and Ghost. Lady Jane Moore is determined to find out who it is. If anyone can discover the traitor, it is Jane—for, according to headmistress Emma Stranje, Lady Jane is a mastermind.

Jane doesn’t consider herself a mastermind. It’s just that she has a rather excessive bent toward the practical. Also, she tends to grasp the facts of a situation quickly, and by so doing, she’s able to devise and implement a sensible course of action. Is Jane enough of a mastermind to save the brash American inventor Alexander Sinclair, her friends at Stranje House, and possibly England itself?

PRAISE

“Gender stereotypes are turned upside down [and] swoony moments also abound.” —The New York Times Book Review on A School for Unusual Girls

“In a way, this is Grahame-Smith’s Pride and Prejudice and Zombies without the zombies.... The bloodshed and romance are kept to a discreet minimum, making it suitable for the younger end of the age range.” —VOYA

“A tale of daring, conspiracy, adventure, and romance. This alternative history series will appeal to fans of Gail Carriger's works and the Cecelia and Kate novels by Patricia C. Wrede and Caroline Stevermer.” —School Library Journal on A School for Unusual Girls

KATHLEEN BALDWIN has written several award-winning traditional Regency romances for adults, including Lady Fiasco, winner of Cataromance’s Best Traditional Regency, and Mistaken Kiss, a HOLT Medallion finalist. A School for Unusual Girls, Book 1 in the Stranje House series, was her first book for teens. She lives in Texas with her family. Find her online at kathleenbaldwin.com, facebook.com/KathleenBaldwinAuthor, and on Twitter as @KatBaldwin.
Exile for Dreamers

A Stranje House Novel

Kathleen Baldwin


It’s 1814. Napoleon has escaped his imprisonment on Elba. Europe is in shambles. Britain is at war on four fronts. And at Stranje House, a School for Unusual Girls, five young ladies are secretly being trained for a world of spies, diplomacy, and war....

Tess Aubreyson can’t run far enough or fast enough to escape the prophetic dreams that haunt her. Dreams bring nothing but death and grief, and Tess refuses to accept that any good can come from the Sight—the curse that destroyed her mother. But when danger threatens Stranje House, Tess’s disturbing dreams become the only means of saving Lord Ravencross, the man she loves, and her fellow students. Tess’s old friend, the traitorous Lady Daneska, and the Ghost, ruthless leader of the Iron Crown, have returned to England, intent on paving the way for Napoleon’s invasion. Can the young ladies of Stranje House prevail once more? Or is England destined to fall into the hands of the power-mad dictator?

Fans of Gail Carriger, Patricia Wrede, and Caroline Stevermer will love this Regency-era alternative history filled with spunky heroines, handsome young lords, and dastardly villains.

PRAISE

“Gender stereotypes are turned upside down [and] swoony moments also abound.” —The New York Times Book Review on A School for Unusual Girls

“In a way, this is Grahame-Smith’s Pride and Prejudice and Zombies without the zombies.... The bloodshed and romance are kept to a discreet minimum, making it suitable for the younger end of the age range.” —VOYA

“A tale of daring, conspiracy, adventure, and romance. This alternative history series will appeal to fans of Gail Carriger’s works and The Cecelia and Kate novels by Patricia C. Wrede and Caroline Stevermer.” —School Library Journal on A School for Unusual Girls

KATHLEEN BALDWIN has written several award-winning traditional Regency romances for adults, including Lady Fiasco, winner of Cataromance's Best Traditional Regency, and Mistaken Kiss, a HOLT Medallion finalist. A School for Unusual Girls, Book 1 in the Stranje House series, was her first book for teens. She lives in Texas with her family. Find her online at kathleenbaldwin.com, facebook.com/KathleenBaldwinAuthor, and on Twitter as @KatBaldwin.
Night Magic

Jenna Black

Glimmerglass author Jenna Black returns to her core audience in this spooky yet romantic, dark paranormal horror series

Jenna Black returns to the quarantined city of Philadelphia, where an unsuspecting seventeen-year-old has unknowingly unleashed a dark power that transforms the city into a monstrous hellscape.

Philadelphia is locked in the grip of an evil magic that transforms its streets into a nightmare landscape the minute the sun sets each night. While most of the city hunkers down and hopes to survive the long winter nights, Becket Walker is roaming the darkened streets having the time of her life.

Once, the guilt of having inadvertently let the night magic into the city—and of having killed her onetime best friend—had threatened to destroy her. But now she’s been Nightstruck, and all her grief and guilt and terror have been swept away—along with her conscience. So what if she’s lost her friends, her family, and her home? And so what if her hot new boyfriend is super-controlling and downright malevolent?

Mesmerized by the power and freedom of not having to care about anyone but herself, Becket is sinking ever deeper into the night magic’s grasp. But those who love her refuse to give up on her—even if she’s given up on them. If they can’t find a way to help Becket break the night magic’s hold, the entire city might soon find itself shrouded in perpetual night. But the last thing Becket wants is to be “rescued” from her brand new life, and she will fight tooth and claw to stay exactly where she is.

PRAISE

“Jenna Black’s Nightstruck is fast-paced, brutal, and delightfully bizarre. Her Philadelphia-gone-evil is packed with such chilling descriptions that I read some passages twice just to bask in the horror.”—Kendare Blake, author of Anna Dressed in Blood

“Suspenseful and savage—Jenna Black does horror right!”—Kimberly Derting, author of the Body Finder series

JENNA BLACK received her Bachelor of Arts in physical anthropology and French from Duke University. She is the author of the Faeriewalker series for teens as well as the Morgan Kingsley urban fantasy series. www.jennablack.com
Roar

Cora Carmack

New York Times bestselling author Cora Carmack's young adult debut: the start of a captivating new YA fantasy/romance series perfect for fans of Kristin Cashore and Victoria Aveyard

In a land ruled and shaped by violent magical storms, power lies with those who control them.

Aurora Pavan comes from one of the oldest Stormling families in existence. Long ago, the ungifted pledged fealty and service to her family in exchange for safe haven, and a kingdom was carved out from the wildlands and sustained by magic capable of repelling the world’s deadliest foes. As the sole heir of Pavan, Aurora's been groomed to be the perfect queen. But she’s yet to show any trace of the magic she’ll need to protect her people.

To keep her secret and save her crown, Aurora’s mother arranges for her to marry a dark and brooding Stormling prince from another kingdom. At first, the prince seems like the perfect solution to all her problems. He’ll guarantee her spot as the next queen and be the champion her people need to remain safe. But the more secrets Aurora uncovers about him, the more a future with him frightens her. When she dons a disguise and sneaks out of the palace one night to spy on him, she stumbles upon a black market dealing in the very thing she lacks—storm magic. And the people selling it? They’re not Stormlings. They’re storm hunters.

Legend says that her ancestors first gained their magic by facing a storm and stealing part of its essence. And when a handsome young storm hunter reveals he was born without magic, but possesses it now, Aurora realizes there’s a third option for her future besides ruin or marriage. She might not have magic now, but she can steal it if she’s brave enough.

Challenge a tempest. Survive it. And you become its master.

Cora Carmack has done a multitude of things in her life—boring jobs (retail), fun jobs (theatre), stressful jobs (teaching), and dream jobs (writing). Raised in a small Texas town, she now lives in New York City and Texas, and spends her time writing, traveling, and marathoning various television shows on Netflix. Her first book, Losing It, was a New York Times and USA Today bestseller, and her subsequent books were also hits.
MARKETING

Plans:
- National major advertising targeting fantasy, romance & YA readers across multiple formats
- Extensive online publicity campaign incl. cover reveal, booktuber & social media outreach
- Pre-pub features
- Appearances at fan conventions, teen book festivals, & regional trade shows
- Digital promotion across Tor/Forge’s extensive online platforms, incl. sweepstakes
- Extensive education marketing w. galley distribution, conference promotions & major trade advertising

PRAISE

“A rich and unforgettable fantasy forged from the power of storms, the danger of secrets, and the magic of Cora Carmack’s imagination.”—Kami Garcia, #1 New York Times bestselling coauthor of Beautiful Creatures & author of The Lovely Reckless

“Carmack shines with this unique fantasy and alluring romance.”—# 1 New York Times bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout

“Captivating and altogether unique. Roar is a force of magic and romance to be reckoned with!”—Wendy Higgins, New York Times bestselling author of the Sweet Evil trilogy

“Bright, electric and imaginative with crackling tension and thrilling twists that left me ravenous for more. [Roar] is Cora Carmack’s most exciting work to date.”—Vilma Gonzalez, blogger and reviewer for USA Today
Firebrand

A Steeplejack novel

A. J. Hartley

New York Times bestselling author A. J. Hartley returns to his intriguing, 19th-century South African-inspired fantasy world in another adrenaline-pounding adventure

Once a steeplejack, Anglet Sutonga is used to scaling the heights of Bar-Selehm. Nowadays she assists politician Josiah Willinghouse behind the scenes of Parliament. The latest threat to the city-state: Government plans for a secret weapon are stolen and feared to be sold to the rival nation of Grappoli. The investigation leads right to the doorsteps of Elitus, one of the most exclusive social clubs in the city. In order to catch the thief, Ang must pretend to be a foreign princess and infiltrate Elitus. But Ang is far from royal material, so Willinghouse enlists help from the exacting Madam Nahreem.

Yet Ang has other things on her mind. Refugees are trickling into the city, fleeing Grappoli-fueled conflicts in the north. A demagogue in Parliament is proposing extreme measures to get rid of them, and she soon discovers that one theft could spark a conflagration of conspiracy that threatens the most vulnerable of Bar-Selehm. Unless she can stop it.

PRAISE

For Steeplejack

“Skillful writing, masterful pacing, and a capable and quite likable female detective. This one won’t stay on the shelf for long.” —Booklist, starred review

“An unforgettable page-turner built on surprises.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review

“Smart political intrigue wrapped in all the twists and turns of a good detective story makes for a rip-roaring series opener.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review

“A breath-taking rooftop chase, harrowing assaults, blood oaths, love and loyalty, brutal betrayals and impressive detective work by the intelligent, intuitive Ang.” —Shelf Awareness, starred review

A. J. HARTLEY is the international bestselling author of a dozen novels, including several archaeological thrillers, the Darwen Arkwright children’s series, the Will Hawthorne fantasy adventures, novels based on Macbeth and Hamlet, and the Steeplejack series with Tor Teen. He is the Robinson Distinguished Professor of Shakespeare at UNC Charlotte. ajhartley.net
**Steeplejack**

*A Novel*

A. J. Hartley

Thoughtfully imaginative and action-packed, *Steeplejack,* now in trade paperback, is A. J. Hartley's YA debut set in a 19th-century South African fantasy world

Seventeen-year-old Anglet Sutonga lives repairing the chimneys, towers, and spires of the city of Bar-Selehm. Dramatically different communities live and work alongside each other. The white Feldish command the nation’s higher echelons of society. The native Mahweni are divided between city life and the savannah. And then there’s Ang, part of the Lani community who immigrated over generations ago as servants and now mostly live in poverty on Bar-Selehm’s edges.

When Ang is supposed to meet her new apprentice Berrit, she finds him dead. That same night, the Beacon, an invaluable historical icon, is stolen. The Beacon’s theft commands the headlines, yet no one seems to care about Berrit’s murder—except for Josiah Willinghouse, an enigmatic young politician. When he offers her a job investigating his death, she plunges headlong into new and unexpected dangers.

Meanwhile, crowds gather in protests over the city’s mounting troubles. Rumors surrounding the Beacon’s theft grow. More suspicious deaths occur. With no one to help Ang except Josiah’s haughty younger sister, a savvy newspaper girl, and a kindhearted herder, Ang must rely on her intellect and strength to resolve the mysterious link between Berrit and the missing Beacon before the city descends into chaos.

“A richly realized world, an intensely likable character, and a mystery to die for.” —Cory Doctorow, *New York Times*-bestselling author

**PRAISE**

“Skillful writing, masterful pacing, and a capable and quite likable female detective. This one won’t stay on the shelf for long.” —*Booklist,* starred review

“An unforgettable page-turner built on surprises.”—*Publishers Weekly,* starred review

“Smart political intrigue wrapped in all the twists and turns of a good detective story makes for a rip-roaring series opener.” —*Kirkus Reviews,* starred review

“Breathtaking rooftop chases, harrowing assaults, blood oaths, love and loyalty, brutal betrayals and impressive detective work by the intelligent, intuitive Ang.” —*Shelf Awareness,* starred review
The Monster War

A League of Seven Novel

Alan Gratz

The third and final book in an award-winning steampunk fantasy series full of Lovecraftian monsters—perfect for reluctant middle-grade readers

Having discovered the monstrous secret of his origins, Archie Dent is no longer certain that he is worthy to be a member of the League of Seven. But with new enemies to face, he realizes that he may not have the luxury of questioning his destiny.

Wielding the Dragon Lantern, the maniacal Philomena Moffett has turned her back on the Septemberist Society, creating her own Shadow League and unleashing a monster army on the American continent. Archie and his friends must race to find the last two members of their league in time to thwart Moffett's plan and rescue humanity once more.

PRAISE

“Those who enjoyed Westerfeld's Leviathan series will also find the League of Seven engaging.” —Children's Literature on The Dragon Lantern

“Gratz continues to impress with his alternate 1870s America, which is believable in its innovation and the way it plays with actual events. The scene is set for a dramatic and challenging conclusion in book three.” —Booklist on The Dragon Lanterns

“What else can I say, the book has robot ninjas, rayguns, mind control, and electricity cannons.” —Travis, age 16, YALSA's YA Galley reviewer, on The League of Seven

ALAN GRATZ is the author of many critically acclaimed books for children and teens, including Samurai Shortstop, an ALA Top Ten Books for Young Adults; Prisoner B-3087; The Brooklyn Nine; and the League of Seven trilogy (The League of Seven, The Dragon Lantern, The Monster War). A native of Knoxville, Tennessee, Gratz is now a full-time writer living in western North Carolina with his wife and daughter. Look for him online at alangratz.com, facebook.com/alangratz, and on Twitter as @AlanGratz.
People have always treated seventeen-year-old Mana as someone in need of protection. She's used to being coddled, being an only child, but it's hard to imagine anything could ever happen in her small-town, normal life. As her mother's babying gets more stifling than ever, she's looking forward to cheering at the big game and getting out of the house for a while.

But that night, Mana's life goes haywire.

First, the hot guy she's been crushing on at school randomly flips out and starts spitting acid during the game. Then they get into a knockdown, drag-out fight in the locker room, during which Mana finds herself leaping around like a kangaroo on steroids. As a flyer on the cheerleading squad, she's always been a good jumper, but this is a bit much. By the time she gets home and finds her house trashed and an alien in the garage, Mana starts to wonder if her mother had her reasons for being overprotective.

PRAISE

"A bubbly, affectionate cheerleader must rescue her mother from an out-of-this-world danger... The comic tone does not falter. Funny and fast-moving, with a compelling setup for potential sequels."--Kirkus Reviews

"Jones returns to the YA scene with a humorous sci-fi romp that pits a spunky cheerleader against (what else?) aliens. Jones delivers a campy, action-packed story that balances its many laughs with tenderness, during which Mana comes into her own while trying to rescue her mother and save the world. No biggie. HIGH-DEMAND BACKSTORY: Something new from best-selling author Jones? This book will fly off the shelf."--Booklist

CARRIE JONES is the New York Times and internationally bestselling author of the Need series, as well as After Obsession with Steven E. Wedel. She is a distinguished alum of Vermont College's MFA Program, and a part-time police dispatcher in Maine. She blogs about her dogs, cops, and a bit about writing, too at carriejonesbooks.com.
Rebellion

J. A. Souders

The thrilling conclusion to J. A. Souders's riveting SF psychological thriller series for teens

In this conclusion to J. A. Souders's thrilling, twist-filled Elysium Chronicles series, Evie Winters and Gavin Hunter return to the isolated, dangerous underwater city that they fought so hard to escape.

Back in Elysium at last, Evie has finally found her true self hidden under layers and layers of false memories implanted by the woman she knew as Mother. Thanks to the intervention of her father, she knows the horrible truth about Mother and her insidious plans for the city. With the help of the love of her life, Gavin, and her best friend, Asher St. James, Evie is determined to free her people from the cruel dictatorship of Mother's laws. But how do you free people who don't know they need rescuing?

Working with the growing Underground rebellion, Evie tries to remove Mother from her position by force--with disastrous results. As the body count rises, Evie must find a way to save Elysium before Mother destroys them all.

PRAISE

"[A] dark and exciting YA novel about how striving for perfection leads to murder and manipulation. A solid recommendation for fans of dystopian fiction."—School Library Journal on Renegade

"Grim, vicious, riveting, Renegade is a haunting, unforgettable debut."—Ann Aguirre, national bestselling author of Enclave, on Renegade

J. A. SOUDERS lives in Florida with her husband and their two children. She is an active member of the Romance Writers of America, Central Florida Romance Writers, Young Adult Romance Writers of America, and Society of Children's Book Writers and Illustrators.
Ferocious

Paula Stokes

Paula Stokes returns to the world of *Vicarious* in this sequel, a high-action psychological thriller with a protagonist out for vengeance

When Winter Kim finds out that her sister is dead and that she has a brother she never knew about, only two things matter—finding what’s left of her family and killing the man who destroyed her life. Her mission leads her from St. Louis to Los Angeles back to South Korea, where she grew up.

Things get increasingly dangerous once Winter arrives in Seoul. Aided by her friends Jesse and Sebastian, Winter attempts to infiltrate an international corporation to get close to her target, a nefarious businessman named Kyung. But keeping her last remaining loved ones out of the line of fire proves difficult, and when all seems to be lost, Winter must face one last devastating decision: is revenge worth sacrificing everything for? Or can she find a spark of hope in the darkness that threatens to engulf her?

**PRAISE**

Praise for *Vicarious*

“A total mind-bending thrill ride with a heroine that’s as smart as she is strong.”
—Lindsay Cummings, #1 *New York Times* bestselling author of *The Murder Complex*

“A powerful, kick-ass girl caught up in a high-tech, twisty mystery. But buckle up! This thrill ride travels at breakneck speed.”—*Justine Magazine*

“Reading *Vicarious* is like tiptoeing across a field of landmines. Blindfolded. In other words, I loved this book!”—Victoria Scott, author of *Titans*

PAULA STOKES grew up in St. Louis, Missouri, where she studied psychology and nursing. In between pursuing her degrees, she spent a year teaching English in Seoul, South Korea. Stokes is the author of several novels, including *Liars, Inc*. She currently lives in Portland, Oregon.
Vicarious

A Novel

Paula Stokes

A high-action YA psychological thriller with a twisty plot and a questionably reliable narrator in which nothing is quite as it seems

Winter Kim can't live without her older sister, Rose, who protected her through the harrowing circumstances that began in their youth in Korea, and helped keep her sane as they adjusted to their new lives in the USA. Now Winter and Rose work as recorders—digital stunt women—for Rose's ex-boyfriend, Gideon. Gideon deals in experiences—sight, sound, touch, etc.—by capturing his recorders' sensory neural impulses and selling them as downloads to armchair adrenaline junkies. The more dangerous or sexy the recordings, the higher the price, and Winter, Rose and their colleagues are fearless in pursuit of great footage.

When a neural recording of what appears to be Rose's murder is delivered to Gideon, Winter won't rest until she finds her sister, dead or alive. But when the digital evidence conflicts with the real-world clues, she isn't sure what to believe. If Winter wants to find out what happened to Rose, she'll have to untangle what's real from what only seems real, risking her own life and mind in the process.

PRAISE

“A total mind-bending thrill ride with a heroine that's as smart as she is strong.”
—Lindsay Cummings, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Murder Complex

“A powerful, kick-ass girl caught up in a high-tech, twisty mystery. But buckle up! This thrill ride travels at breakneck speed.”—Justine Magazine

“Reading Vicarious is like tiptoeing across a field of landmines. Blindfolded. In other words, I loved this book!”—Victoria Scott, author of Titans

Paula Stokes grew up in St. Louis, Missouri, where she studied psychology and nursing. In between pursuing her degrees, she spent a year teaching English in Seoul, South Korea. Stokes is the author of several novels, including Liars, Inc. She currently lives in Portland, Oregon.
Meet Molly—a very special dog with a very important purpose. A heartwarming middle-grade novel adapted from A Dog’s Journey, the sequel to the bestselling A Dog’s Purpose—soon to be a major motion...

Every dog has work to do. Every dog has a purpose.

Molly knows that her purpose is to take care of her girl, C.J., but that won’t be easy. Neglected by her mother, Gloria, who won’t allow her to have a dog, C.J. is going through some tough times. Molly’s job is to stay hidden in C.J.’s room, cuddle up to her at night, and protect her from bad people. And no matter what Gloria does to separate them, nothing will keep Molly away from the girl that she loves.

PRAISE

“Middle-grade students who love animals will enjoy Bailey’s character.... Readers will laugh out loud at his antics and feel tears in their eyes.... The simple black-and-white illustrations capture the feeling of Bailey’s journey to discover his true purpose in life. Overall, this is a very heartwarming story.” —VOYA on Bailey’s Story: A Dog’s Purpose Novel

“Ellie’s view of the world is spot-on, feeling just like the thoughts dogs must have.... A satisfying and illuminating tale.” —Kirkus Reviews on Ellie’s Story: A Dog's Purpose Novel

“An amazing book. I laughed and smiled and cried. Wise... and sure to open the hearts of all who read it.” —A...

W. BRUCE CAMERON is the New York Times bestselling author of A Dog’s Purpose, A Dog’s Journey, The Dog Master, and Ellie’s Story: A Dog’s Purpose Novel, and Bailey’s Story: A Dog’s Purpose Novel. He lives in California. Look for him online at brucecameron.com, facebook.com/Adogspurpose (320,000+ followers), and on Instagram (@adogspurpose.com).
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